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The Tohoku fault has historically produced a range of different types of earthquakes from the M 8.2 1896 Menji
tsunami earthquake to the Mw 9 2011 Tohoku mega-thrust earthquake with a number of traditional major thrust
events in between. Using dynamic rupture simulations with 2D spectral element methodology we aim to reproduce
these events within a single numerical model. To do this, we apply a thermal slip distance friction law that is
based on high-velocity rock friction experiments. The choice of frictional parameters varies from clay-like near
the surface with a transition to rock-like at depth. A variable effective normal stress is imposed in the wedge based
on the dynamic critical taper theory.

By varying the location of a high stress asperity up and down the fault the numerical model can reproduce
a number of depth-dependent features (e.g. increasing static stress drop with depth) and the three most destructive
types of earthquakes observed on the Tohoku fault (i.e. mega-thrust earthquakes, tsunami earthquakes and
traditional thrust earthquakes). When the asperity is located at depth, rupture is constrained to the zone around the
asperity and thus standard thrust earthquakes are produced. Near the surface, it is difficult for rupture to propagate
down-dip from the clay-rich to the rock-rich layer meaning asperities in the wedge are constrained by the clay to
rock transition. Conversely, rupture propagating up-dip can easily rupture into clay-like material producing large,
mega thrust earthquakes. Due to these features, those earthquake that nucleate within a particular depth range (the
lower end of the transition between the clay - and - rock like material) can produce larger earthquakes compared
to those nucleating elsewhere on the fault.


